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Make Your Business Survive and Thrive!: 100+ Proven Marketing Methods to Help You Beat the OddsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Starting a new business is the easy part. Having it survive and then to thrive and grow is the biggest challenge every entrepreneur faces, especially the homebased and small business owner who usually has limited resources when launching a venture. Whether a business is based in one’s home or is a major corporation, certain basic principles...
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CIOs at WorkApress, 2011

	In CIOs at Work, noted author Ed Yourdon interviews many of the world's most influential chief information officers. You will gain insights from the first CIO of the USA, take a peek into the future with the CIO at Google, learn the unique role IT plays in testing Microsoft applications, and much more.

...
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office FrontPage 2003 in 24 Hours, First EditionSams Publishing, 2003
For readers who are new to FrontPage and want to get up and running quickly, Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft FrontPage 2003 in 24 Hours will do the trick. This book includes shortcuts and ways to accomplish the most common tasks in FrontPage. Readers are able to work at their own pace through the easily digestible, one-hour lessons. After...
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Google Apps: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2008
 Among its many amazing applications, Google now has web-based alternatives to many of the applications in Microsoft Office. This comprehensive and easy-to-follow new book enables you to explore Google's new office applications in detail. Once you do, you'll be in good company -- more than 100,000 small businesses and some...
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Gold Mining and the Discourses of Corporate Social Responsibility in GhanaPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book critically examines the practice and meanings of corporate social responsibility (CSR) and how the movement has facilitated a positive and somewhat unquestioned image of the global corporation. Drawing on extensive fieldwork material collected in Ghanaian communities located around the project sites of Newmont Mining...
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Using Investor Relations to Maximize Equity ValuationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A practical guide to proactive investor relations (IR)
 Investor relations (IR) has traditionally been an administrative function within corporate communications, responsible for disseminating public information and answering investor and media questions. Using Investor Relations to Maximize Equity Valuation challenges this approach, by...
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Mule 2: A Developer's Guide (Firstpress)Apress, 2008
Published with the developer in mind, firstPress technical briefs explore emerging technologies that have the potential to be critical for tomorrow's industry. Apress keeps developers one step ahead by presenting key information as early as possible in a PDF of 150 pages or less. Explore the future through Apress...
Mule 2: A...
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Quantifying the Value of Project ManagementProject Management Institute, 2002

	In today’s highly competitive marketplace, organizations want more from project management than on-time, under-budget delivery. Just like labor, technology and equipment, project management is seen as a corporate asset that is expected to contribute to the bottom line. It must deliver a profitable return on investment if it is to become...
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The Information Systems Security Officer's Guide: Establishing and Managing an Information Protection Program, Second EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2003
This book presents a total systems approach to the all the topics needed for the infosec professional, beginning with defining the position of the information systems security officer (ISSO), to establishing and managing an infosec program.

* Six new chapters present the latest information and resources to counter information security...
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Database Nation (Hardback)O'Reilly, 2000
Forget the common cold for a moment. Instead, consider the rise of "false data syndrome," a deceptive method of identification derived from numbers rather than more recognizable human traits. Simson Garfinkel couples this idea with concepts like "data shadow" and "datasphere" in Database Nation, offering a...
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Mastering SQL Server 2005 Reporting Services Infrastructure DesignSybex, 2007
Design, Produce, and Distribute Reports That Mean Something
   Today's DBAs need to know how to work with users, management, and key stakeholders to identify organizational needs and leverage the technology to meet them. Covering intermediate to advanced subjects, such as performance tuning, this book shows you how to build a...
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Prototyping Essentials with AxurePackt Publishing, 2014

	A comprehensive strategy and planning guide for the production of world-class UX artifacts such as annotated wireframes, immersive prototypes, and detailed documentation with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Learn in a progressive and structured way to plan and construct highly compelling interactive,...
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